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There are quite a few problems encountered when lowering the age

of legal adulthood.
Sen. Zeb Alley of Haywood County is finding that out.
Alley was responsible for getting the legislature to enact his bill to

grant majority to 18 year-old- s as soon as they got the vote.
The bill will take effect within the next few days, after the final

touches are put to the 26th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. The
Amendment was ratified last week, and lowers the voting age from 21

to 18.
Alley's bill was passed last week by the N.C. Senate, and was

formally adopted and signed last Thursday.
Because of Alley, teenagers can now begin to think about some other

matters besides their right to vote.
For example, 18 year-old-s are now legally eligible to enter into

contracts, get credit cards, buy a car on time without their parent's
signature, buy and sell land, and sue and be sued.

In the meantime, Alley must straighten out the N.C. general statutes
dealing with age as a qualification. In order to accomplish this, he has
introduced an omnibus bill that would deal with these problems.

For instance, there is one section of the state laws that prohibit sale
of alcoholic beverages with more than 14 per cent alcohol and wines
and liquor over 28 proof to minors.

Literally read, that means the ABC stores can now begin to expect
some younger customers.

Alley has found, however, two more sections in the law that prohibit
sales of alcoholic beverages to anyone under the age of 2 1 .

One or the other has to be changed to eliminate confusion.
Alley said he plans to introduce a bill that would probably prohibit

sales to those under 18 rather than 21. This would conform with the
legal age for buying beer. f

Unless specific changes are made in the omnibus bill, the following
revisions are now made possible: ,

--Those 18 years and older no longer have the protection of the
Domestic Relations Court and must stand trial in the District Courts.

--Women over the age of 1 8 can now obtain an abortion without the
consent of their parents.

--Parents can no longer claim their children over the age of 18 as
dependents for tax purposes.

--Young people 18 and older no longer fall under the protection of
the laws dealing with the employment of minors.

Alley expects little trouble with his proposed changes, though he
does see some potential objection to the laws dealing with the sale of
alcohol.

The omnibus bill is currently being considered by the Senate
Committee on Courts and Judicial Districts.
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Join the Inn Crowd at

203 WEST j

J (Next to Belks) !

; 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM-M- ON. THRU THURS. !j!

j!j 11:00 AM to 1:00 AM FRI. AND SAT. j
4:00 PM to 11:00 PM-S- UN. J

I
--SPECIAL!' 1!

: REG. 1.75 MEDIUM PIZZA )!
FAVORABLE !

FAMILY DINING! YrFTI J
!: (U ) V plus
s Coll ahead XZ j 11 TAX

for Foster Service II iJTa
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Dresses Jump Suits
Pant Suits Bibbed Hot Pants
Hot Pants Sandals
Knit Tops Scarfs
Hot Pant Sets Beach Coverups
Skirts Maxi Dresses
Blouses pocket Books
Slacks Belts
Knickers Lingerie
Chokers & Sleepwear

Chains

REDUCTIONS UP TO 50
The Style That's In Is At Sharyn Lynn
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FREE PIZZA
after 9 p.m. with

Purchase of one Pizza
of Equal Value

Your
Favorite

Beverage
On

Tap
Master Charge

Bank Americard juiyjlrlr
BRING THIS COUPON y 122 East Franklin
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